
Welcome to Edu-Play Early Learning Centre

Thank you for considering 
Edu-Play Early Learning Centre for your child
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At Edu-Play we strive to facilitate your child's early schooling years, and develop their educational potential 
beyond that, in a fun, safe and inclusive atmosphere. Our main focus is providing a facility which is committed 
to quality education, enjoyable experiences, lasting skills development and opportunities for holistic growth. 
We hope that achieving this in a friendly, secure and nurturing environment will play an essential part in creating 
independent, reflective and healthy children who are ready and eager to take on life's adventures. 

OUR AIM

1. To provide the highest possible standard of holistic education to learners experiencing barriers to   
    learning; 
2. To provide learners with a daily educational and development program as well as an after-care facility; 
3. To enable differently-abled and neuro-diverse learners to reach and maintain their optimum physical,   
    sensory, intellectual and/ or social function levels long term; 
4. To provide learners with specific needs with the tools to enhance their lives and to give them a greater   
    degree of independence, well-being and self-confidence; 
5. To provide  a safe and nurturing environment for the learner; 
6. To encourage equality and promote change in the attitude towards people with disabilities; 
7. To enforce personal dignity and human rights; 
8. To provide mechanisms to ensure effective monitoring and evaluation; 
9. To empower learners and teach the necessary skills to become independent adults. 

1. To facilitate a welcoming, caring environment in which the educational and therapeutic needs of    
    learners with specific educational needs can be addressed optimally. 
2. To provide an individualized learning environment that continuously develops every learner's unique   
    strengths in the classroom. 
3. To enable the learner to develop to the best of his/ her ability and potential. 
4. To empower parents and/or caregivers of learners with specific needs. 
5. To support and empower the family as a whole: the learner, parents, siblings as well as the extended   
    family. 
6. To support the global development of each learner; moral, intellectual, social, emotional, and physical. 

OUR MISSION STATEMENT

1. To work in close partnership with other key role players and by implementing individual education and   
    development plan (IEDP) strategies, to provide holistic intervention based on the individual needs of   
    each learner. 
2. To enable each learner to have meaningful and successful access to an individualized curriculum and to   
    monitor their progress within it.
3. To promote the social inclusion of all learners and prepare them for the opportunities, responsibilities   
    and experiences of life. 
4. To ensure that the organisation of the centre will enable good standards of specific needs care, provision and
    accessibility for the learners. 
5. To develop as a centre of excellence in the education, care and therapeutic intervention of learners with   
    specific educational needs. 
6. To facilitate effective partnerships working with other key role players in the field of special educational   
    needs and disability and help promote the notion of service accountability and quality assurance across   
    the range of specialist provision. 

WHAT WE AIM TO ACHIEVE
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COMMUNICATION 

We understand how important and, often, complex it is deciding on a school for your child, a decision which 
ultimately affects the entire family, therefore it is our philosophy to work together as a team with parents, families 
and other professionals to ensure your child's growth and happiness.                                                                                                                              

Communication between the centre and home is very important to us and plays a significant role in your child's 
success. To ensure optimal daily communication between parents and centre staff, we make use of the HiMama 
communication system. HiMama allows you to manage your child's own online profile, where we log activities 
and milestones and this, in turn, allows for direct engagement with the centre. 

For further information, please visit our website at: www.edu-learn.co.za 

OUR CURRICULUM  

Our curriculum strives to attain the following six critical outcomes for our learners 
1.   Developing cognitive abilities through the use of all available senses and experiences. 
2.  Communicating effectively according to learner capability. 
3.  Establishing and maintaining social interactions and relationships. 
4.  Regulating behaviour and emotions. 
5.  Managing activities of daily living as independently as possible. 
6.  To take part in recreational activities. 

In addition to the above, we also include (where possible) other beneficial elements such as special activities, visits 
from outside organisations, etc. which adds to creating a dynamic and holistic learning experience. 

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS 

The centre makes provision for learners with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Associated Neurodevelop-
mental Disorders. An official diagnosis of ASD or an Associated Neurodevelopmental Disorder should be made 
by a developmental pediatrician, pediatric neurologist, child psychiatrist or an informed child psychologist. 

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
1. The learner should be able to or have the potential to function within a group setting. Alternatively, learners 
    would be recommended for one-on-one therapy first with Edu-Play Family Centre or any other suitable                                                                                            
    tutoring programs 
2. The learner should be between the ages of 2 and 13 (up to the age of 15 for ASDAN) 
3. The main official languages of the centre are English and Afrikaans. 
4. A learner with a mild physical disability will be considered depending on the level of support he/ she needs
    to function in the group setting. 
5. Assessment reports are required from a psychologist/ psychiatrist, speech and occupational therapist done
    in the past 12 months. 
6. An initial, two-week formal observation period will be required before acceptance and placement (cost     
    involved). 
7. The parent/ legal guardian agrees to pay the centre the centre fee as determined by the governing body of     
    the centre. 
8. Parents might be requested to consider giving consent to private therapies if this is advised by the centre. 
9. The parent or legal guardian must provide a functioning e-mail address for HiMama communication. admis-    
    sion is always conditional upon the applicant still meeting all admission requirements at the end of each year.
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APPLICATION PROCESS 

The first step towards admission is an application meeting with our program managers and/ or directors to 
discuss the specific needs of your child. After the application meeting, you will be provided with the necessary 
application forms, which need to be completed and returned to the centre. 

Documents supporting a diagnosis must be sent to the centre along with the application. After receipt of your 
application, a team member will contact you to schedule the two (2) week observation week. 

DEVELOPMENT LEVY 

A development levy is payable upon acceptance and is non-refundable. 
ASDAN 1 -  R4 570 
ASDAN 2 - R6 250 

Class 1 - R3 750 
Class 2 - R4 570 

Class 4 - R6 250 
Class 5 - R6 250 

Class 3 - R6 250 

TUITION FEES 

Fees for tuition and all other services provided by the centre are payable strictly in advance, by means of a 
monthly debit order payment. The yearly centre fee is payable in twelve monthly instalments by the first of the 
month, for a 12-month period. First payment to be made on or before 1 January of the schooling year and the 
last payment on or before 1 December of the school year. 

Payments received after the 7th of the month will carry a late payment penalty fee of R150, which will be charged 
to your account in the following month. 

Please notice that a term's notice or equivalent fee is required on withdrawal of a learner from the centre. 
ASDAN 1 - R4 570 (12 installments) 
ASDAN 2 - R6 250 (12 installments) 

Class 1 - R3 750 (12 installments) 
Class 2 - R4 570 (12 installments) 

Class 4 - R6 250 (12 installments) 
Class 5 - R6 250 (12 installments) 

Class 3 - R6 250 (12 installments) 

CLASS ORGANISATION 

The class sizes at Edu-Play Early Learning Centre are a maximum of eight learners per class. The class is served 
by a qualified class teacher as well as a teacher's assistant. Thus, an adult: learner ratio of maximum 1:4. Our learn-
ers as far as possible are organized into their respective year groups. 

However, account is always taken of individual learner needs and developmental levels. Each class is designed to 
be fully inclusive of learners. 
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CLASS STRUCTURE 

CLASS 1:  Class 1 will admit children in the year that they turn three, and, depending on the learner, can serve as
               a pathway to joining Classroom 2. 
CLASS 2:  This learners' abilities and/ or ages in Classroom 2 will be within the Pre-Grade R Level. 
CLASS 3:  This learners' abilities and/ or ages in Classroom 3 will be within the Grade R Level. 
CLASS 4:  This learners' abilities and/ or ages in Classroom 4 will be within the Grade R - Grade 1 Level. 
CLASS 5:  This learners' abilities and/ or ages in Classroom 5 will be within the Foundation Phase Level. 
ASDAN:   This classroom provides for the needs of our learners benefiting more from a Functional Curriculum. 

SIBLING DISCOUNT
Sibling discount of 10 % will be offered to the second enrolling sibling. 

SCHOOL TERMS 
We will be following the school terms as outlined by the Western Cape Education Department for 2019. 

CENTRE TIMES 
Edu-Play offers full day schooling. 
Class 1 and 2     (08:30 - 13:30) 
Class 3, 4 and 5 (08:30 - 14:00) 
ASDAN 1            (08:30 - 13:30) 
ASDAN 2           (08:30 - 14:00) 

Parents may drop off learners from 07:30 in the morning. 
 

AFTERCARE

We offer aftercare until 17:00, for latest collection up until 17:15. Late collections after 17:15 carry a R200 penalty 
the use of aftercare must be arranged at the administration office. 

A monthly fee of R1 100 per month is payable for aftercare in school terms and excludes any additional holiday 
care. Aftercare is calculated and payable over 12 monthly instalments. 

UNIFORMS AND APPEARANCE 

Specifications regarding uniform: 

1. The appearance of learners in uniform must promote the public image of our centre 
2. Comfort, practicality and cost are important considerations 
3. We are proud of our uniform and it should be worn accordingly 
4. Uniforms are compulsory for all learners. All items of clothing must please be clearly marked 

SPECIFIC UNIFORM REQUIREMENT 

WINTER:
Boys & Girls: 
Navy tracksuit pants navy top with centre badge (order at the centre). Long sleeve T's with the centre branding 
(order at the centre). White socks and white tennis shoes  
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SUMMER: 
Boys: 
Navy short with centre branding (order at the centre) 
Golf shirt with centre badge (order at the centre) 
Black/ navy sandals or white socks & white tennis shoes 

STAFF ALLOCATION 

Total staff allocation will be employed, under the labour act, by Edu-Play Early Learning Centre, as the employer, 
divided into the following areas: 

ABSENCE FROM CENTRE 

Absenteeism 
This should be kept to a minimum. A letter must be brought to the centre the day a learner returns after being 
absent. It must contain his/her name, the dates when absent, the reason for absence and must be signed by the 
relevant parent or caregiver. 

Sickness at centre 
If a learner becomes sick at the centre, the parents will be contacted. If a learner suffers from a particular allergy/ 
medical problem, the centre should be informed. For the sake of other learners, learners that are ill should not 
be sent to the centre. The centre must be notified in writing of any learner requiring any specific chronic medica-
tion. 

Please note that the centre, by law, is not allowed to administer medication to learners. Should particular chronic 
medication need to be given to a learner, this needs to be requested in writing, and a consent/ request form 
needs to be signed. 

Girls: 
Navy short (order at the centre) or a short in navy 
from any retailer 
Golf shirt with centre badge (order at the centre) 
Black/ navy sandals or white socks and white tennis 
shoes 

POLICY FOR LEARNER ILLNESS 

In the case of a child suffering from a permanent or recurring illness, please inform the centre immediately for 
record purposes. If necessary, relevant information must be submitted to be kept in the learner's file. 
Please do not send your child to the centre if they are sick. Parents will be phoned from the admin office if a child 
becomes ill and needs to be fetched before the official centre day ends. The centre reserves the right to decide 
whether a child may or may not attend for health reasons. 

According to health regulations, a sick child cannot remain at the centre and must be isolated at home. The 
centre must be notified of any infectious illnesses that your child has contracted, as soon as you become aware 
of it do not send your child to centre if she/he has a temperature, a bad cough, is vomiting or has any eye infec-
tion, diarrhea or head lice. Please notify the centre by no later than 08h15 if your child is unable to attend centre. 

No child may attend centre if they have:- had diarrhea in the past 24 hours - vomited in the past 24 hours - a 
temperature above 37°C - an unexplained rash - a septic area anywhere on their body - infected eyes - an 
exceptionally heavy cold or cough - lice or nits - any other infectious disease - we follow the guidelines stipulated 
in the Health Act of 1977 Act 63 regarding childhood diseases indicating the length of time a child should stay off 
school - nasal mucus that is green or yellow (this indicates a present infection). Clear mucus is fine. 
No antibiotic or analgesic medicine may be sent with your child to the centre. 

• Directors 
• Program Managers 
• Qualified (SACE Registered) Teachers 

• Class Assistants 
• Cleaning Staff


